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Good game. I've played and really enjoyed the gameplay. U'll die a lot and the bosses are though, but the learning with mistakes
is worthful.. A fast game, with no more than 4 hours of gameplay. This game remind me some old school platform from ps1, so
I really enjoyed it. I've got a little bit confused about the story (who is the man they are trying to save? what's that boss?), and
the items u find through game, but the visuals are really nice! sometimes I had this feeling of flow, while using the right
combination of atacks to get through some parts of the game,and that was really awesome! I would say this is a 7/10 game. So,
for 3-4h, its worth a try.. In the later levels and in the end-boss fight you have to put your stick into the ground by pressing the
"down" key - especially the end-boss fight cannot be finished without it. Good graphics. Good and precise gamemechanics.
Nice maps. Good music. Small good story. Later levels are a bit more arbitrary if you dont want to spend your time learning the
patterns of the enemies you can use to go further in the game. Not that good. Definitely worth a play.. Achievement asked me:
"Can't you swim"? 10/10. Achievement asked me: "Can't you swim"? 10/10 http://youtu.be/F1cItQzLYeQ. A pleasant
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platformer. It utilizes some fun, unique controls to make it more fluid. Also, its slightly metroidvania like because you discover
abilties that let you reach what you couldn't before. 3.5/5. Pretty good.
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